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FIRST SLS CORE STAGE 
FLIGHT HARDWARE COMPLETE, 
READY FOR JOINING
The first major piece of core stage hardware for NASA’s SLS rocket has been assembled and is ready to be joined with other 
hardware for EM-1, the first integrated flight of SLS and the Orion spacecraft. SLS will enable a new era of exploration beyond low-
Earth orbit, launching crew and cargo on deep space exploration missions to the Moon, Mars and beyond.

The backbone of the world’s most powerful rocket, the 212-foot-tall core stage, will contain the SLS rocket’s four RS-25 rocket 
engines, propellant tanks, flight computers and much more. Though the smallest part of the core stage, the forward skirt will serve 
two critical roles. It will connect the upper part of the rocket to the core stage and house many of the flight computers, or avionics.

“Completion of the core stage forward skirt is a major step in NASA’s progress to the launch pad,” said Deborah Bagdigian, lead 
manager for the forward skirt at the agency’s Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. “We’re putting into practice the 
steps and processes needed to assemble the largest rocket stage ever built. With the forward skirt, we are improving and refining 
how we’ll conduct final assembly of the rest of the rocket.”

On July 24, forward skirt assembly was wrapped up with the installation of all its parts. As part of forward skirt testing, the flight 
computers came to life for the first time as NASA engineers tested critical avionic systems that will control the rocket’s flight. The 
construction, assembly and avionics testing occurred at NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans.

Read the full story: go.nasa.gov/2LZBAHb

https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/content/exploration-mission-1
https://www.nasa.gov/topics/moon-to-mars
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/multimedia/infographics/corestage101.html
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/multimedia/rs-25-engine-infographic.html
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/multimedia/rs-25-engine-infographic.html
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/home/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/michoud/index.html
https://go.nasa.gov/2LZBAHb 


NEW RS-25 ENGINES 
ARE UP TO THE TEST
The SLS Program recently completed a successful two-year 
campaign to test the RS-25 engine under SLS operating 
conditions. Now, the engines team has started a new series 
of tests focusing on components for new-production RS-25 
engines that will help lower the cost of future SLS missions.

The SLS Program already has 16 RS-25 engines in inventory 
from the Space Shuttle Program for the first four SLS flights. 
It’s updating the engines with new controllers and nozzle 
insulation and ablative. During hot fire tests at Stennis Space 
Center, engineers tested RS-25 development engines under 
the higher temperatures, inlet pressures and thrust profile 
expected for SLS launches and confirmed the existing 
engines could do the job.

In the meantime, NASA is working with Aerojet Rocketdyne 
to restart engine production to support flights beginning 
as backup for the fourth mission and then installed for the 
fifth mission. At the end of the last engine test series in 
February 2018, the SLS engine team had conducted 22 tests 
totaling just over 10,000 seconds of firing time. Beginning 
in August and continuing into 2019, Stennis will conduct a 
new series of hot fire tests of an engine equipped with a new 
configuration main combustion chamber (MCC). The MCC 
is where the liquid hydrogen and oxygen propellants are 
injected and then ignited to produce each engine’s 500,000 
pounds of thrust. The new MCC is made using a process 
called Hot Isostatic Pressure – or HIP – bonding. The internal 
metal liner and external jacket are bonded together under 
very high pressures and temperatures, avoiding miles of 
traditional braze, eliminating a time-consuming structural 
plating process, saving time and money. The SLS Program 
expects to reduce future engine costs by at least 30 percent.

Development engine No. 0525 will also feature additional 
testing of a 3D-printed pogo accumulator first hot fired on 
four tests in December 2017 and January and February 2018.
The basketball-sized device dampens potentially damaging 
oscillations in the propellant flow. Replacing traditional 
welding with 3D printing, which uses lasers to fuse metal 
powder into the desired shape, reduced the number of welds 
by 78 percent. Ultimately, the SLS program plans for nearly 
40 parts to be 3D printed and become part of future engine 
builds. The pogo is one of the more complex parts to be 
printed and its success in testing provides confidence in the 
program’s cost-reduction initiative.

The RS-25’s new main combustion chamber will begin testing 
this month.

https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/rs-25-engines-powered-to-highest-level-ever-during-stennis-test
https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/rs-25-engines-powered-to-highest-level-ever-during-stennis-test
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/nasa-tests-3-d-printed-rocket-part-to-reduce-future-sls-engine-costs
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/nasa-tests-3-d-printed-rocket-part-to-reduce-future-sls-engine-costs


SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
PREPPING FOR FLIGHT
At the Booster Fabrication Facility at Kennedy Space Center in Florida, the forward and aft assemblies of the solid rocket boosters 
that will provide more than 75 percent of power at liftoff are getting ready for flight. 

Five of six EM-1 forward assembly structures have received at least part of their thermal protection system. The nose caps received 
Marshall Convergent Coating-1 (MCC-1), before getting a topcoat of Hypalon, a type of synthetic rubber paint. The frustums, which 
will attach to the nose caps, have received MCC-1 thermal protection and the Hypalon topcoat. The left-hand booster forward 
skirt, which attaches to the nose assembly, has received MCC-1 thermal protection and awaits topcoat application. 

In addition to progress on the forward assemblies, the thrust vector control system is being installed in the left- and right-hand 
aft skirts. The booster separation motors are installed in mounts, ready to be installed on the aft skirts. These motors will fire 
simultaneously for one second to safely push the boosters away from the rocket’s core.  There are four booster separation motors 
on each aft skirt.

At prime contractor Northrop Grumman’s facilities in Utah, seven booster motor segments are ready and will be shipped to 
Kennedy Space Center at a later date.

While work on the EM-1 boosters is being completed, Northrop Grumman has begun work on the boosters for EM-2, casting 
several motor segments with propellant and performing nondestructive evaluation to ensure no defects are detected.

The nose caps for the SLS EM-1 solid rocket 
boosters have received Marshall Convergent 
Coating-1 (MCC-1). The aft skirt, in the 
background, has received MCC-1 and a 
topcoat of synthetic rubber paint.

https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/multimedia/boosters_101.html


SLS ON THE ROAD

SLS DRAWS A CROWD AT 
SAN DIEGO COMIC-CON

The SLS exhibit at San Diego’s Comic-Con in July 
was a popular spot. Crowds gathered to have a 
close look at the rocket and receive special-edition 
posters and other NASA and SLS products. About 
130,000 people attended the annual event.

GETTING VIRTUAL: 
OSHKOSH ATTENDEES EXPERIENCE 
A VIRTUAL ROCKET LAUNCH

Two aspiring astronauts dressed the part at the 
SLS exhibit at the 2018 EAA AirVenture Oshkosh. 
More than 500,000 people attended the event, 
where visitors to the SLS exhibit learned about 
the future of deep space exploration, and how 
SLS, Orion and Exploration Ground Systems are 
working together to make it happen. Participants 
also got to experience what it’s like to launch with 
the SLS rocket using a virtual reality system.



WHAT’S NEW IN SLS SOCIAL MEDIA

In Rocket Science in 60 Seconds, get an 
inside look at work being done to explore 
deep space like never before. Mike Sarafin, 
EM-1 mission manager, explains how this 
mission beyond the Moon will unfold and 
what we will learn.

Watch the latest Rocket Science video here: 
bit.ly/2LWxajY

I AM BUILDING SLS: 
LEEANN CLAYTON
Leeann Clayton grew up turning a wrench at her dad’s gas station, and now she works on one of the most sophisticated spaceships 
ever to be built. Working as a Boeing engineer who is building and testing the world’s most powerful rocket, NASA’s SLS, has 
exceeded her wildest dreams. 

Read the full story: go.nasa.gov/2OzxLH1

https://bit.ly/2LWxajY
https://go.nasa.gov/2OzxLH1


HOT TO GO, 
AND READY
Aerojet Rocketdyne developmental RS-25 
engine No. 0525 is readied for installation on 
the A-1 Test Stand at Stennis Space Center 
July 23 in preparation for a new hot fire series 
to support NASA’s SLS Program. Stennis 
is testing all RS-25 engines that will help 
power the SLS rocket, which is being built for 
missions beyond low-Earth orbit.  

Read the full story: go.nasa.gov/2LPrF3C

SPACEFLIGHT PARTNERS:  
Amorim Cork Composites
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 65

LOCATION: Trevor, WI

WHAT THEY DO FOR SLS: Amorim Cork Composites provides cork sheeting used in the thermal 
protection systems on various elements of SLS and Orion. The cork sheeting, manufactured in Trevor, 
Wisconsin, has been used in space travel since the 1960’s. Cork is a 100 percent natural insulator, is 
fire retardant, high-temperature resistant, impermeable to liquids and gases – and is lightweight. These 
natural characteristics make cork-based thermal protection a great fit for SLS and Orion. As retired 
NASA Astronaut Don Thomas says, “Cork – don’t leave Earth without it!”

FOLLOW THE PROGRESS 
OF NASA’S NEW LAUNCH 
VEHICLE FOR DEEP SPACE:
Twitter . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Twitter.com/NASA_SLS

Facebook . . . . . . . . . . . Facebook.com/NASASLS

Engine Testing Resumes

Why SLS Leads Deep Space Exploration

Administrator Bridenstine visits SLS sites

AUGUST

https://Twitter.com/NASA_SLS
https://Facebook.com/NASASLS
https://go.nasa.gov/2LPrF3C



